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WELCOME

CREATING
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from our Region Chair

Dear Region III members, colleagues, and guests,
On behalf of the Region III Executive Committee and the 2019 Spring
Meeting Program and Planning Committees, I would like to personally
welcome each of you to the Margaritaville Resort in beautiful Hollywood
Beach, Florida and to the 2019 Region III Spring Meeting!
This year’s theme of Collaboration: Creating Connections that Count is
NCURA REGION III CHAIR
Justo Torres
truly at the heart of what NCURA and Region III are all about. Yes, the
North Carolina State University
Spring Meeting is an opportunity to develop and expand our knowledge
of an ever-evolving profession. Equally important, however, is to foster and renew our
professional connections to one another. For, in the end, it is the professional relationships and
personal friendships that we develop through NCURA that serve as a network of support long
after we leave our sessions and discussion groups.
Over the past year, the Executive Committee has continued our efforts to provide mentorship and
training to our members. Please join us on Monday at lunch to recognize the first graduates of
the NCURA Region III RAMP program. I also encourage you to meet the RAMP leaders to learn
how you can be part of this mentorship program.
I would like to thank the following, without whom this meeting would not be possible: our keynote
speaker Dr. Stephen Leatherman (Dr. Beach), the Program Committee, the Planning Committee,
the Workshop and Concurrent Session Presenters, the Discussion Group Facilitators, the
volunteers, the sponsors, and each of you who came to attend sessions and network. Each
person here, in any capacity, is essential to have a successful Spring Meeting and successful
Region!
So again, welcome to the 2019 Region III Spring meeting. While you are here, don’t forget that
the sand and surf are your backyard. Learn and play!

Justo Torres
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SCHEDULE
AT A GLANCE
Date
SATURDAY, MAY 4
7:30 AM - 4:30 PM
7:30 AM - 8:30 AM
8:30 AM - 4:30 PM
8:30 AM - Noon
10:30 AM - 10:45 AM
Noon - 1:00 PM
2:45 PM - 3:00 PM
SUNDAY, MAY 5
7:30 AM - 5:30 PM
7:30 AM - 8:30 AM
8:30 AM - 4:30 PM
8:30 AM - Noon
10:15 AM - 10:30 AM
Noon - 1:00 PM
1:00 PM - 4:30 PM
2:45 PM - 3:00 PM
6:00 PM - 7:30 PM
8:00 PM - 11:30 PM
MONDAY, MAY 6
7:30 AM - 5:00 PM
7:30 AM - 8:30 AM
7:30 AM - 8:30 AM
8:30 AM - 9:00 AM
9:00 AM - 10:00 AM
10:00 AM - 10:15 AM
10:15 AM - 11:30 AM
11:30 AM - 1:00 PM
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM
2:15 PM - 3:15 PM
3:15 PM - 3:45 PM
3:45 PM - 5:00 PM
8:00 PM - 11:30 PM

CREATING
CONNECTIONS
THAT COUNT

Event

Location

Workshop Registration
Breakfast
Full-Day Workshops
Morning Half-Day Workshops
Workshop Morning Break
Workshop Luncheon
Workshop Afternoon Break

North Registration Desk (9th Floor)
One Particular Harbor
See Page 8
See Page 8
One Particular Harbor
JWB Restaurant (1st Floor)
One Particular Harbor

Registration
Breakfast
Full-Day Workshops
Morning Half-Day Workshops
Workshop Morning Break
Workshop Luncheon
Afternoon Half-Day Workshops
Workshop Afternoon Break
Get Connected Reception
Hospitality Suite

North Registration Desk (9th Floor)
Compass Rose West
See Page 10
See Page 10
One Particular Harbor
Compass Rose West
See Page 11
One Particular Harbor
License to Chill Pool Deck (11th Floor)
Nautical Wheeler

Registration Open
Breakfast
Question & Answer Session with NIH
Conference Welcome
Keynote
Connection Break with Exhibitors
Concurrent Sessions & Discussion Groups
Creating Connections Lunch
Concurrent Sessions & Discussion Groups
Concurrent Sessions & Discussion Groups
Connection Break with Exhibitors
Concurrent Sessions & Discussion Groups
Hospitality Suite

North Registration Desk (9th Floor)
Compass Rose West/South
Compass Rose West/South
Compass Rose West/South
Compass Rose West/South
One Particular Harbor
See Page 14
Compass Rose West/South
See Page 15
See Page 16
One Particular Harbor
See Page 17
Nautical Wheeler

HOW TO ACCESS

WI-FI IN THE MEETING ROOMS

Login Name: R3Collaborates
Password: NCURARegion3!
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Date
TUESDAY, MAY 7
6:30 AM
7:30 AM - 4:30 PM
7:30 AM - 8:30 AM
8:30 AM - 9:00 AM
9:00 AM - 10:15 AM
10:15 AM - 10:30 AM
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Noon - 1:30 PM
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
2:45 PM - 3:15 PM
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
6:30 PM - 7:00 PM
7:00 PM - 10:00 PM
10:00 PM - 11:30 PM
WEDNESDAY, MAY 8
7:30 AM - 8:30 AM
8:45 AM - 10:00 AM
10:00 AM - 10:15 AM
10:15 AM - 11:30 AM
11:30 AM

Event

Location

Flamingo Fun Walk
Registration
Breakfast
Connection Break with Exhibitors
Concurrent Sessions & Discussion Groups
Connection Break with Exhibitors
Concurrent Sessions & Discussion Groups
Lunch/Regional Business Meeting
Concurrent Sessions & Discussion Groups
Connection Break with Exhibitors
Concurrent Sessions & Discussion Groups
Pre-Dinner Reception
Regional Dinner Celebration
Hospitality Suite

Meet in Lobby by Flip Flop
North Registration Desk (9th Floor)
Compass Rose West/South
One Particular Harbor
See Page 19
One Particular Harbor
See Page 20
Compass Rose West/South
See Page 21
One Particular Harbor
See Page 22
License to Chill Pool Deck
License to Chill Pool Deck
Nautical Wheeler

Breakfast
Concurrent Sessions & Discussion Groups
Morning Break
Concurrent Sessions & Discussion Groups
Meeting Adjourns

Compass Rose West/South
See Page 24
One Particular Harbor
See Page 25

DOWNLOAD THE
NCURA APP
TO YOUR iPHONE or
ANDROID
MOBILE DEVICE
AND STAY CONNECTED!

OUR EVENT IS
MOBILE!

Once you have downloaded the App,
1.
2.

Enter the email address used on your
registration form
Select “NCURA Region III 2019 Spring
Meeting
Customize your meeting experience
by adding sessions to the
My Schedule feature!
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Dr. Stephen P. Leatherman
a.k.a. DR. BEACH
Dr. Stephen P. Leatherman is Professor and Director of the
Laboratory for Coastal Research at Florida International
University. He was the first director of the International Hurricane
Research Center at Florida International University (FIU), from
1997 to 2009. He then became professor and co-director of the
Laboratory for Coastal Research at FIU. He received his Ph.D. in
Environmental (Coastal) Sciences from the University of Virginia
and completed his undergraduate degree in Geosciences at North Carolina State University.
Prior to joining FIU, Stephen was
Professor and Director of the
Laboratory for Coastal Research
at the University of Maryland;
Director of the National Park
Research Unit at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst; and
Assistant Professor in the
Department of Geology at
Boston University.

“My love of sand began as a child. My parents
had the notion that if one neighbor has a
basketball hoop and another a treehouse,
then my family should also have an attraction for the neighborhood kids. I had the

Stephen has authored or edited
biggest backyard sand box in Charlotte,
16 books, including Sea Level
North Carolina. I loved it. Every year I opted
Rise: Causes and Consequences;
Barrier Island Handbook;
for a beach vacation to play in the world’s
Overwash Processes; Cape Cod:
largest sandbox and frolic in the surf.”
From Glaciers to Beaches; and
America’s Best Beaches. He has
also authored over 200 journal
articles and technical reports,
including articles in both Science and Nature. His annual Top 10 Beaches list receives attention
in the news media, and he has appeared on hundreds of TV news and other shows to discuss his
research on beach quality evaluations, coastal storm impacts, beach erosion, and sea level rise
and coastal impacts.
Stephen has provided expert testimony multiple times for the U.S. Senate and U.S. House of
Representatives. He was also the on-screen host and co-producer of the 1992 film “Vanishing
Lands”, winner of three international film awards, including the Golden Eagle.
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MEETING INFO

NEWCOMER: (a new member or first time attendee): NCURA encourages new members and first time attendees to take advantage of the many
opportunities the Spring Meeting offers to network and share ideas with your like-minded colleagues. Attend the Newcomer Concurrent Session,
participate in the various events such as Monday Getting Connected Lunch and Hospitality Suite. Be sure to come out for Tuesday night’s Regional Dinner
Celebration, introduce yourself to new colleagues and kick off your shoes in the warm sand!
COLLABORATION CHALLENGE: The Collaboration Challenge is a fun way to incorporate collaborative activities while our Flamingos are together
in Hollywood, Fl, and we want you to take your newly found connections that you made at the meeting and find ways to collaborate with each other and
stay in touch throughout the year. See page 11 for details.
CONTENT LEVEL DEFINITIONS:
Basic: Content leans toward a beginner’s level or basic presentation of a topic.
Overview: Content is an overview of a topic and does not go too deep, but it provides the surface level or big picture for take-a-away objectives.
Intermediate: Content leans toward the seasoned research administrator or manager.
Advanced: Content level is complex and focused and leans toward the director and senior level.

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION: The National Council of University Research Administrators (NCURA) recognizes, values, and celebrates diversity of
persons, skills, and experiences in its mission to advance the profession of research administration. Thus, NCURA is committed to building and
maintaining a diverse membership and a culture of inclusion. Every member of NCURA has a right, without regard to gender, race, ethnicity, age, religion,
social class, sexual orientation, ability, personality, functional experience, or background, to fair and respectful treatment, equal access to resources to
support professional growth, and equitable opportunities to contribute to NCURA’s success.
(https://www.ncura.edu/AboutUs.aspx)

EVALUATIONS: Your feedback is critical to the success of our meeting!

Please take a moment to complete the surveys so that we can continue to
improve your Spring Meeting experience. Evaluations are available on the NCURA App or at the Registration Desk.

HANDOUTS: We’ve gone green and will not provide session handouts at the meeting. If you wish to print out hard copies, please visit: http://
ncuraregioniii.com/presentations. The website will be updated as presentation handouts are received. If you are attending a workshop, the presentation
materials will be provided electronically before the meeting so that you may access them from your electronic device or print them to bring with you.

Meeting App: Download the FREE NCURA App for iOS or Android, enter the email address used on your registration form, and select NCURA Region III
2019 Spring Meeting. Customize your schedule by choosing sessions under the My Schedule menu. Navigate to sessions using the Maps menu. Last
but not least, get up-to-the-minute updates on any last minute changes to the program schedule or planned activities through the Push Notification
section!
Meeting Hashtag: Use

#R3Collaborates when you post on social media including Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.

REGION BUSINESS MEETINGS: Region III holds a Business Meeting each year at the Spring Meeting.

As a bonus, it’s during lunch and
everyone has to eat, so come eat and learn about what our fabulous region is doing. Everyone is welcome and encouraged to attend!

SESSION DEFINITIONS:
Concurrent Session are presentations that have questions and answer time built in.
Discussion Group are small group, facilitated conversations. Instead of formal presentation, the specific topics are discussed and information
is shared by the group’s attendees.
Workshops are deep-dive presentations, traditionally supported with PowerPoint and handouts. They are taught by topic experts in a
classroom style setting. If you have not already signed up for a workshop, don’t miss out! You may register online at the Spring Meeting
website www.ncuraregioniii.com/sm-registration.php or onsite at Meeting Check-in. Please note that there is an additional cost associated with
workshop offerings.

TRACK DEFINITIONS: Tracks are designed to ensure that attendees are able to choose topic-specific sessions to further learning and meet
educational objectives.
Pre-Award: pre-award office and research development, including proposal development, sponsor relations and non-financial post-award
functions
Post Award: post-award office and fiscal administration of sponsored projects, including fiscal compliance and auditing
Compliance: compliance office and export controls, including research compliance committees and fiscal compliance
PUI: predominantly undergraduate institutions, research administration offices that typically function with 1-3 staff members
Professional Development: developing your best self, both personally and professionally, including leadership skills, self-awareness, selfmanagement, and a work-life balance
Operational Management: management of offices, services and developing new processes
Federal: federal agencies and topics including the various interpretations of new and existing federal regulations
Senior: senior directors and administration, including retired professionals now in consulting roles
Cross-Track: integrative track sessions including collaborative impact of research administrators developing solutions
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES: We are always looking for volunteers! The time you invest in volunteering not only makes our organization more
successful, but provides a great opportunity for you to utilize your skills and learn something new. It’s a win-win for everyone - so go ahead, volunteer! For
opportunities to get involved, please visit the Region III website: www.ncuraregioniii.com or inquire at Meeting Check-in.
QUESTIONS? During or after the meeting, reach out to a Regional Officer, email the Program Chair (see information located on page 28), or visit the
Meeting Check-in area where someone will be most happy to assist!
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FULL AND HALF DAY
SATURDAY

WS4: A Comprehensive Analysis of Post-Award Grants Management
at a PUI
Content Level: Basic
Track: Post Award
You have secured your grant award and are ready to carry out your
work. However, there is a variety of important financial, personnel
WS1: National Institutes of Health (NIH) Fundamentals
and administrative issues you will need to deal with to successfully
Content Level: Overview
Track: Federal
manage your grant. Join us for a review of the post-award process
The National Institutes of Health (NIH) Fundamentals provides a
and the resources available to you. With this workshop, you will learn
foundation in grants from NIH. As NIH is the single largest federal
grant-awarding agency, the program is perfect both for someone new about the grant administration process, human resource, finance,
and administrative compliance issues you may encounter, and
to research administration and for research administrators
strategies that will ensure a smooth process.
expanding their knowledge of federal funding agencies. The
Nikki Turner, University of Arkansas; Chelsea Gambill, Arkansas
curriculum, a full-day workshop, provides an overview to the
State University; Ashley Pinkard, Arkansas State University
procedures and policies essential to preparing successful
Room: Continental Drifter
applications to and managing grant awards from the National
Institutes of Health.
WS5: Building Resilience to Stress in Yourself and Your Team
Diana Rutberg, National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial
Research, NIH
Content Level: Advanced
Track: Senior
Room: Hemisphere Dancer
Research Administrators work in a high stress, deadline driven
occupation, oftentimes providing support to people with little
WS2: Export Control
comprehension of the level of responsibility we shoulder. As an
individual, or as a leader of a team, there is often little we can do
Content Level: Advanced
Track: Senior
about the stressors that accompany heavy deadlines, severe
In this workshop, you will be provided with a brief overview of the
financial consequences for mistakes, and responsibility without
export control regulations and how the recent regulatory changes
authority. In this interactive workshop we will discuss how to
significantly impact university research activities. After the brief
recognize peak stress times, what you can do to build resilience to
overview and regulatory updates, the real fun begins. You will learn
stress as an individual, and what you can do to help you team build
how to detect and manage export control issues within your
institution. In addition, you will learn about the best practices related resilience, as well. We will also explore strategies that you may
employ to reduce some of the stressors that you may be
to export control compliance, including contract negotiation and
inadvertently contributing.
managing institutional risk. Finally, we will end the day with a few
Jennifer Shambrook, University of Central Florida
case studies, including submitting a mock license application to the
Room: Coral Reef
U.S. Department of State.
Ashley Guritza, University of Central Florida
Room: Fins Left

FULL DAY
8:30 AM - 4:30 PM

MORNING HALF-DAY
8:30 AM- NOON

St. Somewhere Spa Deals for
R3 Flamingos

WS3: New Era of Effort Reporting: It’s All About Internal Controls
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Post Award
Whether an institution charges and documents personnel costs using
a traditional effort reporting methodology, or uses an alternative
approach, this requirement has not gone away. Though conceptually
simple, people with experience know there are a number of factors
that can quickly reduce this administrative exercise to a bureaucratic
nightmare. In addition, there aren't many financial compliance issues
that can draw the wrath from PIs as fast as this one. Just try
explaining why a faculty member can't exclude proposal writing from
their University activities when they wrote their proposals on the
weekend. While the Uniform Guidance leaves each Institution with
flexibility to devise a compliant "system" that works for them, there is
a stronger emphasis on internal controls. This workshop will focus on
some key principles for good management of the requirements for
charging and documenting personnel costs: policies and procedures;
training programs; documentation; and oversight, with an overarching
focus on internal controls. Workshop participants should plan to
engage in a conversation with the faculty and bring suggestions and
questions.
Ashley Whitaker, Nova Southeastern University; Kristi Bazata,
Columbia University; Elena Cruse, Children’s Mercy Hospital
Room: Fins Right

Inclusive of tax, gratuity and 10% discount

Relaxed Flamingo: 50 minute Swedish Massage
$153.32

Rejuvenated Flamingo: Margaritaville manicure
with either a 50 minute Swedish Massage or a Sun
Soother Facial $193.07
Pretty Flamingo: 50 minute Sub-lime Hydration
Facial, Margaritaville manicure and Flip Flop Pedicure $255.08

Pampered Flamingo: 50 minute Swedish Massage, Margaritaville manicure and Flip Flop Pedicure $255.08
Space is limited so book early! 954-874-4430
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FULL AND HALF DAY
SUNDAY

FULL DAY
8:30 AM - 4:30 PM

MORNING HALF-DAY
8:30 AM - NOON

WS6 - Pre-Award Fundamentals
Content Level: Basic
Track: Pre-Award
This full-day workshop will explore the pre-award side of sponsored
programs and will immerse participants in the challenges, processes
and regulations associated with identifying funding opportunities,
creating budgets, and developing proposals. We will also cover the
intricacies of reviewing, approving, and submitting proposals to
federal and non-federal sponsors. The workshop will include
interactive elements to help participants affirm their understanding
of the material and present them with the opportunity to immediately
utilize newly acquired knowledge.
Kathleen Halley-Octa, Georgia State University; Danielle McElwain,
University of South Carolina
Room: Hemisphere Dancer

WS9 - National Science Foundation (NSF) Fundamentals
Content Level: Overview
Track: Federal
Provides an overview of the phases of NSF’s Grants processes. This
workshop is geared to include tips and strategies to have a
successful grant. The workshop will allow the audience to ask NSF
staff questions on budgetary items and policies related to grant
management. We will also review ACMS payment processes.
Dorothy Battle, National Science Foundation; Vanessa Richardson,
National Science Foundation
Room: Continental Drifter

WS10 - Internal Controls and the Research Administrator
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Compliance
The concept of Internal Controls is pervasive in 2CFR 200 and is
delineated in §200.303. So what does the requirement of effective
WS7 - Connecting Your Team: Creation of SOPs
Internal Controls (IC) mean to research administrators and what role
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Operational Management does the research administrator have in IC implementation? Are the
This full-day workshop will guide participants through the importance key responsibilities clearly defined at your institution? Does
and best practices of developing and maintaining standard operating management’s commitment to competence ensure that staff receive
procedures (SOPs) for their research administration offices. This
adequate training to perform their duties? Do operating policies and
interactive workshop will provide participants with a chance to share procedures exist and are they clearly written and communicated?
their own SOPs, review templates/samples, and develop their own
This workshop will discuss what the Federal agencies expect from
SOPs.
IHE’s that receive Federal funding and what the control environment
Abby Guillory, University of Louisiana at Lafayette; Erin Butler,
should look like. Join us as we discuss the control environment, risk
University of Louisiana at Lafayette
assessment, control activities, information and communication, and
Room: Fins Left
monitoring. The attendee should come prepared for a lively exchange
of IC processes and how they affect the research administrator in
WS8 - When the team is broken: Dealing with “problem” employees
their responsibilities in Federal Award administration.
Content Level: Advanced
Track: Senior
Robert Bingham-Roy, Georgia Institute of Technology; Kay Gilstrap,
Many of us have attained, or aspire to move into, a management
Georgia State University
position in research administration. In that capacity, we are expected Room: Compass Rose North
to be the charismatic leader who successfully motivates our highly
skilled staff to consistently perform at exceptional levels and in total WS11 - Contracting/FAR
harmony. Many of our NCURA workshops and sessions focus on the
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Pre-Award
positive aspects of leadership and staff development and help
This workshop will provide a brief overview of contracting principles
managers to succeed in the leader role. However, in reality, despite
and negotiation techniques, as well as explain the meaning of
the supportive approach, the training, mentoring, and feedback we
common legal terms and clauses. Techniques to review contracts,
give, we sometimes find ourselves in the uncomfortable situation of
identify troublesome clauses, and negotiate alternate contract
having to deal with an employee who persistently underperforms or
language will be covered.
engages in unprofessional behavior in the workplace. Our more
Teri Hansen, Georgia Institute of Technology; Dana Simpson, Georgia
traditional hierarchical supervisory responsibility, dictated by human Institute of Technology
resource practices, kicks in and we become obligated to take actions Room: Compass Rose East
that are in the best interests of the institution. However, most of us
have little experience and no formal training in this most sensitive
and difficult aspect of personnel management. This workshop will
provide skill development opportunities in this critical managerial role
through case studies, role play, and discussion for dealing with the
persistent problem employee.
Barbara Gray, East Carolina University; Jennifer Shambrook,
University of Central Florida
Room: Fins Right
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HALF DAY
SUNDAY

AFTERNOON HALF-DAY
1:00 PM - 4:30 PM

WS13 – The Award Just Arrived. We got this!
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Post Award
The key to setting up an award is knowing the four components
WS12 – Do you see what I see? A Multi-faceted Perspective on
(order of precedence, governance of direct costs, financial
Diversity & Inclusion
management and internal controls) of post-award administration and
Content Level: Overview
Track: Professional Development understanding how important they are to the award setup process.
An intentionally inclusive environment is one that thrives and
This workshop will walk through the four components and its
produces amazing outcomes. In an ever-evolving, globally
relationship to cost share, administrative requests, effort reporting,
competitive market, it is important to accept all people and respect
cost transfers, procurement and the closeout of a sponsored project.
everyone’s differences in an effort to support faculty research and
Rashonda Harris, Emory University; Derick Jones, Los Angeles
institutional initiatives. Ensure that your office/division reflect these
Biomedical Research Institute
same differences. In this interactive workshop participants will get an Room: Compass Rose North
introduction to diversity, inclusion, and equity. Participants will work
to become self-aware and understand the issues that contribute to
an exclusive workforce in an effort to become more diverse, inclusive
and equitable.
Laneika Musalini, Tri-County Technical College; Natasha Williams,
Kennesaw State University; Shanta Mackinnon, North Carolina
Central University
Room: Continental Drifter

New Member Activities
Welcome to NCURA and to Region 3! You will soon see for yourself why Region 3 is the most influential, fabulous and fun region. We
have a long history of being at the forefront of NCURA and the important initiatives that drive our great profession. From the legend of
Pat the Flamingo to our State Cup competition, Region 3 is both rich in tradition and innovative in its approach to just about everything!
The best way to benefit from all that NCURA and Region 3 has to offer is to get engaged in our Region’s many
activities. Here are a few designed especially with you in mind!

Newcomers: You’re here. Now What?
Monday - 10:15am to 11:30am; Compass Rose East
This breakout session is specifically designed for those who are new to the NCURA Region III conference. We will answer questions like
What is expected at the meeting? Why does everyone speak in acronyms? How do I know which track and level of sessions I should
attend? How to get the most out of the conference? And many more.

Creating Connections Lunch
Monday - 11:30am—1:00pm; Compass Rose West/South
Come eat lunch. Learn about the RAMP Program and our newest Flamingo Gurus. Plus coordinators and members of our standing
committees will be present to explain what their committee does, commitments, and how to get connected.

All Attendees Remember to
Flamingle With Your Fellow Flamingos
at the

Welcome Reception
Sunday, 6:00 - 7:30 PM
License to Chill Pool Deck
11
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COLLABORATION
CHALLENGE

Collaboration Challenge
(Collaboration: the action of working with someone to produce or create something)

Fellow flamingos, we picked the theme of collaboration for this year’s meeting because it is a vital part of carrying out research administration with impactful outcomes, as well as it brings us closer together both in our Region and our career field.
The Collaboration Challenge is a fun way to incorporate collaborative activities while our Flamingos are together
in Hollywood, Fl, and we want you to take your newly found connections that you made at the meeting and find
ways to collaborate with each other and stay in touch throughout the year.

Collaboration Challenge Rules
1.
2.
3.
4.

Three challenges make up the Collaboration Challenge: Networking, Photo, & Volunteer.
For each activity that you complete under the individual challenges, you will receive a ticket from designated members of the
leadership team and the exhibitors.
Proof of activity completion will be required to receive a ticket.
Tickets will be placed in drawings that will be held Monday through Wednesday for fun Flamingo prizes. Tickets will be valid for the
drawings through out the entirety of the meeting.

Networking Challenge
(Networking: a process that fosters the exchange of information and ideas among individuals or groups that share a common interest)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Introduce yourself to an exhibitor and learn about their product and services.
Talk to a Region III committee coordinator to learn more about ways to volunteer on our fantastic committees! Visit the committee
posters and introduce yourself to the coordinators during Monday’s Get Connected Lunch!
Create your NCURA Collaborate profile. Opportunities for profile headshots are available throughout the meeting!
Send a connection request to Emily Devereux, R3 Chair-Elect and Meeting Chair, on NCURA Collaborate!
Join the Region III Community on Collaborate. This is a prime community to learn more about what is going on in the Region, as well as
to keep connecting throughout the year for all of your research administration questions and needs!

Volunteer Challenge
(Volunteer: a person who freely offers to take part in an enterprise or undertake a task)
Volunteers make it happen! Without our fantastic volunteers, Region III could not operate and make possible the professional development
opportunities and advocacy for advancements in the field!
1. Present a workshop, concurrent session, or discussion session at the meeting.
2. Serve on a Region III committee.
3. Sign up for a committee by sending the committee’s coordinator a follow-up email with your contact information and your commitment
to volunteer! (Must send email to complete this activity.)
4. Volunteer in a designated spot (Registration, Hospitality, Room Monitor) during the meeting as needed by the volunteer committee.

Photo Challenge
Post your photos on social media including Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter AND (1) tag your friends in the photos, (2) tag NCURA Region
III, and (3) use the designated hashtags listed next to each activity.
(Flamingos are role models! Keep your photos respectful and hide any alcohol. If your photo does not reflect best interests of NCURA Region III, we will ask you to remove the Region III tag.)
Be creative and take a photo for each of the hashtags below!

“Advice from a Flamingo”

1.Stand out in a crowd — #Region3StandsTall
2.Spend time with your flock — #Region3IsMyFlock
3.Find the right balance — #Region3FindsBalance
4.Show your true color — #Region3AreFlamingos
5.Don’t be afraid to get your feet wet — #Region3Fearless
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If I Knew Then What I Know Now...or How to Live Your Best Pre-Award
Life in a Post-Award World
Newcomers: You’re Here. Now What?
Content Level: Basic
Track: Departmental
Content Level: Overview
Track: Professional Development Putting a budget together...cleaning up the biosketches...making the
You’re at the NCURA Region III conference. What happens
deadline by a hair...if you're a pre-award administrator on the
now? What opportunities await you? What is expected? Why does
departmental side of things, you know this drill all too well. But have
everyone speak in acronyms? How do you know which track and
you ever hit all your marks with time to spare, only to be faced with a
level of sessions you should attend? How do you network? We will
lot of questions and even pushback from your post award associates
answer those questions and more and help you get the most out of
once the award is in place and the work has started? Or, are you a
the conference.
grants administrator in the department/college/school, and are you
Emily Devereux, Arkansas State University; Justo Torres, North
in charge of both pre-award and post-award? If so, then this is the
Carolina State University; Denise Moody, Harvard University
session for you. We'll talk about real life scenarios and how you can
Room: Compass Rose East
do your best to satisfy post-award needs at the pre-proposal stage.
Jaime Petrasek, Virginia Commonwealth University; Erin Blackwell,
Networking for Introverts, Extroverts and Those In-Between
University of Central Florida
Content Level: Overview
Track: Professional Development Room: Fins Right
One of the most important career decisions you will make is how
much networking you do. The benefits you gain through effective
networking are so numerous it will (not might) change the course of
your life. Networking will provide long-term resources, the ability to
Compensation/Effort Reporting Internal Controls throughout the
solve problems faster, and increase productivity at work. Also, you
Lifecycle of a Sponsored Project
will likely find your next job as you advance in your career. But the
Content Level: Advanced
Track: Cross Track: Senior/Compliance
benefits of networking do not come from simply meeting people.
The Uniform Guidance emphasizes the importance of strong internal
Whether you are an introvert, extrovert, or somewhere in between,
controls, especially in the documentation of personnel costs.
you can and should network. This session will discuss strategies and Research Administrators interface with personnel costs throughout
techniques for turning meeting people into effective networking and the lifecycle of a sponsored project, so considerations for internal
accelerating your career.
control development should focus on more than just the after-the-fact
David Smelser, University of Tennessee; Laura Letbetter, Georgia
reporting process. The discussion will explore compensation/effort
State University
reporting internal controls with a focus on all aspects spanning from
Room: Compass Rose North
the initial development of a proposal through closeout of a sponsored
award, and key areas that deserve attention when developing and
Stop, Collaborate and Listen: Developing a Collaborative Environment testing internal controls, applicable to both traditional effort reporting
and alternative methodologies. Please bring your suggestions and
in a Shared Service Business Model
Content Level: Advanced
Track: Operational Management questions for a lively discussion!
Ashley Whitaker, Nova Southeastern University; Kristi Bazata,
This will be a discussion of best practices for management to
Columbia University; Elena Cruse, Children’s Mercy Hospital
consider in creating proper controls between grants and non-grants
Room: Continental Drifter
staff who work in or with a shared services environment. Often, the
development of controls and risk management are an afterthought
once a shared service system has been developed. To avoid wasted Making the Case for Allowability
efforts and potential mismanagement of sponsored research dollars, Content Level: Overview
Track: Post Award
this session will explore through internal controls framework the
This session will lend guidance on how to define allowable, allocable,
review of administrative areas with cross functions between HR,
and reasonable costs while adhering to sponsor guidelines, federal
fiscal, and grant management to develop and implement effective
regulations, and institutional policies. Participants should come
processes for grants and non-grants staff to thrive in compliance.
ready to discuss their decision metrics for making the case for
Jamie Dale, University of Florida
allowability. The facilitator and participants will highlight and discuss
Room: Hemisphere Dance
their own unique situations they’ve encountered in determining
allowableness of costs, and discuss the current audit environment
NIH Update
and findings as it relates to Uniform Guidance Subpart E: Cost
Principles.
Content Level: Overview
Track: Federal
Rashonda Harris, Emory University; Derick Jones, Los Angeles
Don’t miss this opportunity to hear about what is new and being
Biomedical Research Institute
developed within the National Institute of Health's (NIH) programs,
policies, and budgets. In this comprehensive review, participants will Room: Coral Reef
learn about recent policy updates and how their respective
institutions may be impacted. Upon completion of the presentation,
participants will have the opportunity to ask questions about new and
existing policies. Topics include recent and upcoming changes to NIH
policy, compliance requirements, and so much more!
Diane Rutledge, National Institutes of Health
Room: Fins Left
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institution do if its research is presented negatively in the headlines?
Scott Niles, Georgia Institute of Technology; Kathleen Halley-Octa,
Understanding Subtleties During Applications for NIFA
Georgia State University; Andy Howard, Georgia Institute of
Content Level: Basic
Track: Cross Track: Federal/Pre-Award Technology
Join us to learn how to navigate the turbulent waters of USDA NIFA
Room: Fins Left
submissions. Together we will explore various elements of the NIFA
A Collaborative Approach to the Centralized Management of Training
application process. By the end of our session, we hope you can
Grants
answer the following: Where do I find supplemental application
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Post Award
guides for proposal submissions? How do I identify, calculate and
The
Department
of
Medicine
has
implemented
a
strategy to centrally
compare a TFFA IDC base to my institution's rate. How do I identify
match requirements? What are common approaches to meeting the manage the T32 pre-award process and award management. In
collaboration with our faculty, administrators and central offices,
required amount? How can I improve my budget development with
DOM Research Administration Services and faculty leaders defined
one document?
roles and responsibilities for the pre- and post award processes. As
Brittini Balch, University of Florida; Stephanie Miller, University of
part of this model, a T32 toolbox was developed for submission and
Florida
management of the awards. The toolbox includes submission
Room: Compass Rose East
timeline, job aids, templates for correspondence and reporting
Extra! Extra! Learn All About It: Reducing Institutional Risk When
templates for appointments, expenditures and terminations.
Paying Extra Compensation at PUIs
Improvements have resulted in streamlined processes, defined roles
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: PUI
and responsibilities for faculty and staff, and timely reporting.
In this session participants will explore how to strengthen internal
Nancy Jenkins, Emory University; Mandi Blochberger, Emory
controls surrounding extra compensation to reduce risk to the
University; Kristi Godbolt, Emory University
institution. An interactive discussion will help participants
Room: Fins Right
understand the conditions that need to be present at their PUI
institution when paying extra compensation under sponsored awards.
Glenn Pfeifer, Georgia State University; Leonard Conner, Georgia
Helpful Tips for Getting the Proposal Out the Door
State University
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Pre-Award
Room: Compass Rose North
This session will share best practices for getting a quality product out
the door in sufficient time to meet the submission deadline, while
Let’s Get in ReFormation
adhering to all the sponsor’s requirements. Specific topics to be
Content Level: Advanced
Track: Senior
Change is always tough. Whether faced with an office reorganization discussed include proposal preparation, the central office technical
review, approval and submission processes, how to incentivize
or an enterprise resource planning (ERP) implantation, change can
be challenging. In most cases, implementation seems imagined and investigators to submit their applications in a timely manner.
Danielle McElwain, University of South Carolina, Emily Devereux,
long-term success out of reach. Change does not require proper
Arkansas State University
management but rather prudent leadership. As leaders, we must
implement, assess, adjust, reevaluate, and rearrange throughout the Room: Continental Drifter
change process all the while understanding the impact it has on our
Strategies for Advancing your Career in Research Administration
employees. This workshop will focus on the multifaceted aspects and
Content Level: Basic
Track: Professional Development
keys to effective long-term change leadership followed by interactive
Panel discussion with panelists in various stages of their research
sessions focused on best practices for leading successful change in
careers, who will provide tips and insight on how to advance in
the areas of: people, process, and technology.
research Administration. They will discuss their career path and what
Rashonda Harris, Emory University
worked for them and what they learned along the way.
Room: Hemisphere Dance
Muriel Industrious, Florida Atlantic University; Edwin Bemmel,
University of Miami; Catherine Harlan, Nova Southeastern University;
Shrimp on a Treadmill: Politics and Perception in Federally Funded
Donna Kiley, Florida International University
Research
Content Level: Basic
Track: Compliance
Room: Coral Reef
In 2011, Oklahoma Senator Tom Coburn’s report, “The National
Science Foundation: Under the Microscope,” highlighted a study by
marine biologist David Scholnick. Coburn accused Scholnick of
CREATING CONNECTIONS LUNCH
spending $3 million in taxpayer money to build a treadmill for shrimp.
11:30 AM—1:00 PM
Scholnick’s shrimp treadmill was featured everywhere from Fox News
Compass Rose West/South
to an AARP commercial, but the both the financial specifics of the
Eat Lunch: Everyone has to eat!
funding and the scientific impact of his research were largely missing
RAMP Graduation: Celebrate the 2019 RAMP Graduates
from the narrative. How did a study about the effect of changing
Guru Induction: Celebrate your fellow flamingos that will be
ocean temperatures on marine organisms’ ability to fight infection
joining the R3 Gurus in 2019
become the center of the battle against wasteful government
Get Connected: Meet coordinators and members of our
spending? Accountability in federal research funding is nothing new.
However, with the federal research budget slated to receive its
standing committees and learn what their committee does
largest increase in a decade, the conversation about accountability
and how to get connected.
will only get louder, and the phrase “wasteful government spending”
Connection Challenge Opportunity.
will likely continue to pop up in our newsfeeds. What can your
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Countdown to Launch: Creating a New Pre-Award Office
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Cross Track: Pre-award/
NSF Update
Operations Management
Content Level: Overview
Track: Federal
This presentation will cover many of the aspects to consider when
This session will highlight information from NSF’s revised Proposal & building a new pre-award grant support office including assessing the
Award Policies & Procedures Guide (PAPPG) NSF 19-1. The revised
current state, logistics, defining services, setting policies, and
PAPPG became effective January 25, 2019, and provides editorial
strategic planning. Whether establishing a new centralized pre-award
changes made to either clarify or enhance the intended meaning of
service center or forming a unit-specific support office, the material
the requirements or ensure consistency with data contained in NSF
covered in this session will be useful to those looking to create,
systems or other NSF policy documents. This is a virtual presentation. expand, or refine preaward office services. The presenter will discuss
Jeremy Leffler, National Science Foundation
ways to approach this undertaking, potential challenges, and ways to
Room: Compass Rose West and South
prepare for and prove success.
Hagan Walker, Clemson University
Cost Transfers & Expenditure Review after the Government
Room: Fins Right
Shutdown

CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Content Level: Overview
Track: Post Award
Cost transfers are under high scrutiny in audits. While they should be
prevented, they are unavoidable. This session will explore cost
transfers and expenditure reviews in light of the recent government
shutdown. We will discuss the federal requirements and provide
sample policy and procedures to monitor compliance and mitigate
risk.
Donna Kiley, Florida Atlantic University; David Selman, Georgia
Institute of Technology
Room: Compass Rose East
Impact of NIH New Clinical Trial Regulations, EU GDPR and Revised
Common Rule
Content Level: Overview
Track: Compliance
Changes in the regulations, requirements, and other laws, and its
impact on the IRB review process.
Melanie Clark, Georgia Institute of Technology; Carpantato (Tanta)
Miles, University of Alabama
Room: Compass Rose North

DISCUSSION GROUPS

Turning Point
Content Level: Advanced
Track: Senior
Are you considering a major transition such as retiring, changing
institutions, or trying to break into consulting? How do you know
when it’s the right time to make your next big move? How do you
prepare yourself as well as those under your leadership? What are
some things to be aware of? Come and share your thoughts and
experiences on turning points in your research administration career.
Pamela Whitlock, University of North Carolina, Wilmington (Emeritus);
Patrick Green, Retired
Room: Continental Drifter

Crossing the Divide—Creating a Seamless Pre-Award/Post-Award
Collaboration
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Departmental
There are many different methods used by college and departmental
grant management teams to oversee sponsored awards, each one
unique to their own situation. This discussion group explores the
Fostering Collaboration: A Focus on Healthy Working Relationships
many choices made by those of us in the field. Some departments
within Your Team
Content Level: Basic
Track: Professional Development and colleges separate the pre-award from the post-award processes
within a single team. Others combine them, with each staff member
We spend 2,080+ hours at work a year. Having healthy working
having to be an expert on both. In other institutions, the post-award
relationships within your RA team contributes to a happy, effective
workplace as well as saving your sanity. Presenters will discuss past team reports upward through the business office, while the preaward is part of the research line. Each system has its own strengths
experiences and techniques used to realign the team in order to
and weaknesses, and each system strives for ongoing improvement.
move forward for the benefit of the researchers.
This discussion group will provide a chance for administrators to
Erin Butler, University of Louisiana at Lafayette; Abby Guillory,
share their learning experiences regarding services provided to PIs,
University of Louisiana at Lafayette
collaborative meeting strategies, and effective tools. We will discuss
Room: Hemisphere Dancer
what has worked or not worked, how to develop a coherent vision,
Contract Negotiation 101: Definitions, Issues, and Solutions
and policy and procedure development across the pre- and postContent Level: Basic
Track: Pre-Award
award systems.
Like almost all universities, Clemson’s faculty members are
Sara Keith, University of Florida; Sally Blalock, University of Florida
constantly involved in research with businesses and other
Room: Coral Reef
institutions. Ultimately, this research will be boiled down into some
type of contract or agreement. This session is designed to provide a
general overview of what types of agreements exist, identify potential
issues/conflicts that commonly arise, and present helpful tips that
will minimize exposure to liability while simultaneously grow your
institution’s research program. An important topic will be
Flamingo Fun Walk
identification of potential problematic provisions and how to carefully
negotiate the terms into something that is acceptable for all parties
Tuesday, 6:30 - 7:00 AM
involved. Finally, there will be/can be a lively discussion openly of
new challenges that have arisen in today’s world and possible
Meet in Lobby by flip flop
solutions.
Taylor Heath, Clemson University; Panda Powell, University of North
Carolina at Wilmington
Room: Fins Left
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Campus Connections at a PUI: Facilitating Pre-Award and Post-Award
Functions through Meaningful Collaboration
The ERA Puzzle: the Right Pieces, the Right Path
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: PUI
Content Level: Overview
Track: Cross Track: Senior/
Presenters will lead a discussion and encourage sharing of best
Operations Management practices for working with offices across a PUI campus in the
Building or buying an ERA system is an expensive and daunting task proposal development, submission, and award receipt and set-up
and Region III is here to help! We have assembled a panel of ERA
processes. Workshop presenters will provide examples for
Vendors and an ERA Specialist to help answer general questions
successful collaboration with key players involved with internal review
about the ERA process: Where do I start? What do I need? Who are and approval processes, cost share approvals and tracking, securing
the players? What are the internal hurdles? Bring your questions for letters of support/recommendation, dissemination of information for
an open discussion about ERA and leave with a path forward.
grant seekers, etc.
Facilitated by Marc Haon, University of South Carolina; Sponsors
Brenda Thomas, University of Richmond; Amanda Salazar, University
Room: Compass Rose West and South
of Richmond
Room: Fins Left
RAMP Presentations
Content Level: Overview
Track: RAMP
New Kids on the PRA Block: Budgeting Basics for New RAs
Come celebrate the inaugural cohort of the brand new, FULLY
Content Level: Basic
Track: Pre-Award
ONLINE, NCURA Region III Research Administration Mentoring
Developing a budget can be one of the most challenging aspects of
Program (R3RAMP)! Under the guidance of experienced RA leaders
preparing a funding proposal. This session will offer insights into the
in the field, our participants have worked diligently over the past year budget planning process and helpful building blocks to create a
to enhance their leadership skills and research administration
winning grant proposal budget.
knowledge while engaging with peers from other institutions.
Claire Stam, Clemson University; Marie Penn, University of
Participants have learned about NCURA’s structure and leadership,
Tennessee; Jennifer Benson, University of Tennessee
addressed both individual and field-wide issues in research
Room: Fins Right
administration, examined their own leadership strengths and
challenges, and immersed themselves in a project and curriculum
through a variety of methods focused on enhancing their overall
performance. At this concurrent session, you'll have the opportunity
to learn more about the program and how you might be involved, and Fresh Blood! Recruitment into Our Field and Professional
get a front row seat to the presentations our mentor/mentee teams
Organization
have worked on together. Program co-chairs will also be present and Content Level: Basic
Track: Operations Management
can help field questions from NCURA members who may be
A discussion group focused on the sharing of ideas regarding
interested in developing an online class for their own institutions. We recruitment into the field of Research Administration and increased
look forward to seeing you!
participation in NCURA.
RAMP Co-Chairs, RAMP Mentees and Mentors
Lacey Rhea, University of Florida; David Smelser, University of
Room: Compass Rose East
Tennessee; Tanya Blackwell, Children’s Healthcare at Atlanta
Room: Continental Drifter
IRB-Human Subjects Compliance
Streamlining the Subaward Process: Putting your Nightmares to Bed
Content Level: Basic
Track: Compliance
Coming soon.
Content Level: Basic
Track: Compliance
Carpantato (Tanta) Myles, The University of Alabama; Melanie Clark, Do subawards keep you up at night? Are you losing sleep over how to
Georgia Institute of Technology
manage them at your institution? Don’t stress! Join us in this session
Room: Compass Rose North
to discuss with your colleagues! Subaward research administration
has grown and expanded tremendously in the last few years,
Lost Voices: Gaining the Departmental Perspective when Developing especially in light of an increased focus on subrecipient monitoring in
the Uniform Guidance. With so many changes, institutional processes
Training - Why and How
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Professional Development can become disjointed and making subawards work across many
When developing a training program or classes, knowing your target research administration areas and offices can be a nightmare.
In this session, we will discuss strategies to streamline the subaward
audience is the key to success. It is critical to effectively engage
process from beginning to end (pre-award, risk assessment,
departmental research administrators and establish buy-in
subaward development, FFATA compliance, monitoring, and
particularly when participation in training is not mandated. In this
closeout), offering different institutional perspectives and
session we will discuss how to identify your audience, examine key
experiences in organizing and managing the subaward process
aspects of their job duties, identify possible subject matter experts
across departments. This session will help research administrators
(SME) within the target audience, and how to recruit those SMEs to
break down the subaward process in an understandable way, gain
better inform your training. Join us to discuss the why and how and
tips for streamlining the subaward process, and discuss resources to
come prepared to participate.
help limit the burden on administrators and faculty.
Candice Ferguson, Georgia State University; Kay Gilstrap, Georgia
Catherine Harlan, Nova Southeastern University; Katherine Hayden,
State University
University of Rhode Island, Kristi Bazata, Columbia University; Ashley
Room: Hemisphere Dancer
Whitaker, Nova Southeastern University
Room: Coral Reef
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9:00 AM - 10:15 AM
CONCURRENT SESSIONS

A Collaborative Effort: Talking to Various Stakeholders about Effort
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Departmental
A concurrent session designed to prepare research administrators for
various conversations they may encounter when discussing effort
reporting, including a practical exercise to walk faculty through at the
time of certification.
Lacey Rhea, University of Florida
Room: Compass Rose East
Read Between the Lines: Critically Reviewing FOAs to Support
Successful Submissions
Content Level: Basic
Track: Pre-Award
Pre-Award Research Administrators often deal with a wide variety of
sponsors. How do we critically and systematically review each
sponsor's FOA to support the development of a responsive,
compliant, and complete application? This session will review the
differences in FOAs across sponsors, how to discern the key
information in guidelines, and understand what elements may be
required versus optional. This interactive session is suitable for new
Research Administrators and intermediate Research Administrators
looking for a fresh perspective to strengthen their skills.
Claire Stam, Clemson University; Hagan Walker, Clemson University
Room: Compass Rose North
Award Cash Management Updates
Content Level: Overview
Track: Federal
To provide grantees Award administration updates. The Award Cash
Management System overview will cover updates on cancelling
appropriations, program income and year end closeout
processes. The goal is to ensure a successful award administration
and cash management process.
Vanessa Richardson, National Science Foundation; Dorothy Battle,
National Science Foundation
Room: Hemisphere Dancer
Managing Up and Across
Content Level: Advanced
Track: Professional Development
Management is typically thought of in terms of a “manager” and the
measure of success is how they lead and support their direct reports.
It’s easy to slip into the mindset that management has all the
answers and it’s their job to make everything run smoothly, promote
us, and help us to be engaged. What if we applied a different
paradigm and shifted the focus to ourselves and the economic value
we bring to the table and then sought to understand how our job
supports our peers and managers?
Tuyen Phan, Duke University; Jamie Young, Duke University
Room: Fins Left

DISCUSSION GROUPS

How Will I Know When it is Time to Retire
Content Level: Advanced
Track: Senior
Retirement can be a scary time or a welcome relief. Regardless,
there are signs that tell you it's time to consider retiring. This session
will provide an interactive discussion for those considering
retirement.
Pat Green, Retired; Pamela Whitlock, University of North Carolina at
Wilmington (Emeritus); Jennifer Shambrook, University of Central
Florida
Room: Continental Drifter
A Model to Help Navigate the World of 'It Depends'
Content Level: Overview
Track: Compliance
Whether pre- or post award, department or central administrators, we
all have faced the dilemma and frustration of ‘it depends.’ This lively
discussion will discuss strategies of how to add color to the grey
world of research administration.
Rob Roy, Georgia Institute of Technology; Danielle McElwain,
University of South Carolina
Room: Coral Reef

FLAMINGO GURUS
The Flamingo Gurus are wise alumni and emeritus members of the
Region III Flock who are so dedicated to the Research
Administration profession that they still come and Flamingle with
us.

Birds of a Feather Flock Together
Sunday - 4:00pm to 6:00pm
Come catch up with old and new friends at the Landshark Bar
and Grill. This event is dutch treat (pay your own way). Then
we’ll walk to the new comer’s reception together.

Flamingo Gurus Dinner Group
Monday - 6:00pm
The Flamingo Gurus will gather at Giorgio’s Bakery and Bistro,
which is a short walk across the street from Margaritaville
(https://giorgiosbakery.com/menu/ ).

Other Duties as Assigned: How to Thrive in the Diverse Roles of
Today's Research Administrator
Content Level: Overview
Track: PUI
Today's Research Administrator wears many hats, whether it is in
their own department or working with other projects within their
institution. This presentation will cover time and work management
strategies that will enable everyone to find a process that works for
them to create achievable but ambitious goals, maintain focus, and
finish their projects without letting everything else fall to the side.
Nikki Turner, University of Arkansas
Room: Fins Right
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Connecting the Dots to Reveal the Puzzle of Managing Federal
Networks
Content Level: Overview
Track: Federal
Federal networks can be overwhelming due to the many components
involved, from award to close out. In this session attendees will gain
helpful tips to mastering federal networks in a Research
Administrator World. Learn best practices and receive a proven
checklist for building partnerships with key stakeholders and
leveraging collaborations for successful award management.
Kendra Ellis, Duke University; Tasha Owens, Duke University
Room: Compass Rose East

Research Administration Training Programs
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Departmental
Some institutions have robust research administration training
programs, while others have an economy model or none at all. The
session is offered as an open forum where institutional
representatives can meet to discuss their training needs and
exchange ideas with other attendees about the training programs
they have developed and their level of success.
Bob Holm, Auburn University; Marc Haon, University of South
Carolina; Robinlee Speakmon, University of South Carolna
Room: Continental Drifter

RAMP Program
Content Level: Overview
Track: RAMP
Come learn more about the development and logistics of our brand
new, FULLY ONLINE, NCURA Region III Research Administration
Mentoring Program (R3RAMP)! Over the past year, our participants
have worked diligently to enhance their leadership skills and
research administration knowledge, while engaging with peers from
other institutions. Participants have learned about NCURA’s structure
and leadership, addressed both individual and field-wide issues in
research administration, examined their own leadership strengths
and challenges, and immersed themselves in a project and
curriculum through a variety of methods focused on enhancing their
overall performance. At this discussion group, you'll have the
opportunity to learn more about the R3RAMP program and how it was
built from the ground up, how you might be involved, how you might
develop a similar program at your own institution, and how we plan to
continue to grow our program for the future. Program co-chairs and
mentor/mentee participants will be present and will lead a robust
discussion and answer questions. We look forward to seeing you!
RAMP Co-Chairs, RAMP Mentees and Mentors
Room: Compass Rose North

That Will Never Happen: Conflict Avoidance and Resolution
Strategies for Research Administrators Working with Project Teams
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Cross Track: Pre-Award/
Operations Management
Effective collaboration among investigators on sponsored projects
depends on thoughtful communication of roles and responsibilities.
Project productivity can break down when disagreements arise over
issues that were not contemplated at the proposal development
stage. Differences in career stage, control over budgetary resources,
transfers to a new institution, publications and recognition are just a
few of the common circumstances that can lead to strife among
investigators. This session presents strategies for preparatory
discussions with investigators and the development of guidance
documents at the pre- and post-award stages.
Sheila Lischwe, Clemson University
Room: Coral Reef

GRAB A SEAT FOR LUNCH
at our

REGIONAL BUSINESS MEETING

Building a Better Limited Submission Process: Learning through
Failure
Content Level: Overview
Track: Pre-Award
Join me for a fun and inciteful session where we will discuss the
process involved in inventing and developing a limited submission
system and the pitfalls you might face along the way. I have some
tips for success to communicate with your Associate Deans for
Research, getting faculty buy-in, pre-proposal content, and review
rubrics.
Marc Haon, University of South Carolina
Room: Hemisphere Dancer
It Depends: Why Checklists Don’t Make Good Research
Administrators
Content Level: Basic
Track: Cross Track: Compliance/
Pre-Award
Experienced research administrators are masters of minutiae. We
can quote federal regulations and agency guidelines at the drop of a
hat and build budgets in our sleep. It’s easy to forget how
overwhelming our field can be when someone is first starting out.
Budget templates, checklists, and electronic systems are vital to
managing our daily tasks, but how do we keep from becoming so
reliant upon these tools that we miss the bigger picture?
Kathleen Halley-Octa, Georgia State University; Laura Letbetter,
Georgia State University
Room: Fins Left
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body, the importance of incorporating self-care into daily routines, and
tools and resources for conducting independent self-care practices at
home or work. The session will conclude with a calming mindfulness
session, which will incorporate elements of therapeutic music, guided
imagery, and aromatherapy.
Claire Stam, Clemson University
Room: Fins Right

CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Policy, Process, and the PUI
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: PUI
You are a newly hired director of sponsored programs at a regional
university that has aspirations to expand a relatively small funded
portfolio and to successfully compete for students, talented faculty,
and increased national regard for its teaching and student research
programs. When you arrive, you discover that grant management
policies and procedures are either very dated or don’t exist. Your only
resource: a faculty handbook and state policies and procedures that
are not specific to federal funding. This session will guide participants
through steps necessary for the development of effective policies and
processes at a PUI.
Alison Krauss, Western Carolina University
Room: Compass Rose East

DISCUSSION GROUPS

Broader Impacts? Really? Can’t you just give me a template?
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Pre-Award
The National Science Foundation’s review criteria are common
knowledge among research administrators: the term intellectual merit
means the potential for research to advance knowledge, and the term
broader impacts describes the potential for research to benefit
society. Citing the criteria is a simple matter; helping your PI address
A Day in the Life of a Departmental Research Administrator
them fully, and to the satisfaction of NSF review panels, is quite
another. In your search for proposal development tools and resources,
Content Level: Basic
Track: Departmental
you may have noticed there are far more discussions, presentations,
The departmental administrator is on the front line of research
administration. On any given day a departmental administrator can be and resource pages on broader impacts than on intellectual merit.
expected to assist with proposal submissions – usually not within the Why are we still struggling to define and describe broader impacts?
Beyond sending our PIs links to an assortment of broader impacts
optimal 10 day window – manage post-award activities such as subawards, cost transfers, purchasing card transactions, travel, financial resource pages, what are some specific ways we can support this
aspect of proposal development at our institutions? Come prepared to
analysis, etc., all with multiple interruptions from faculty, the central
share your favorite strategies, tools, and ideas for helping you help
offices, the administrative offices, and of course, email. How do you
prioritize? How do you structure your day to complete tasks but allow your PIs draft stronger, more competitive broader impacts statements.
Laura Letbetter, Georgia State University; Tanya Blackwell, Children’s
flexibility for the many last minute emergencies? This session will
Healthcare at Atlanta
offer best practices on how to organize multiple proposals and
Room: Continental Drifter
projects simultaneously, and then make measurable, encouraging
progress on them all. Strategies for efficiently prioritizing tasks, timesaving, and optimizing email communication will be highlighted. Bring Organizational Change: A Translation from Peer to “Leader”
your questions and tips for a lively discussion!
Content Level: Basic
Track: Operational Management
Kay Gilstrap, Georgia State University; Savannah Hulon, University of
Have you experienced an organizational restructure that seemed
South Carolina
different from the plan presented? This discussion group will focus on
Room: Hemisphere Dancer
how to adjust to organizational change at an amicable pace. This
session will connect attendees with a ‘real world’ perspective. The
In It to Win It: Best Practices for Central Offices Working with
discussion will cover conflict and how to remain engaged while
engaging others.
Departmental Administration
Brian Miller, Emory University; Xiaowen Ma, Emory University
Content Level: Basic
Track: Cross Track: Departmental/
Room: Coral Reef
Pre-Award
Research Administrators and other support personnel often find
Safeguarding External Partner Collaborations
themselves forced between a rock and a hard place. Functioning
somewhat as a quarterback in a football game, administrators must
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Compliance
adhere to a variety of demands throughout the day. While playing
Research programs are built on the synergy of collaboration, and this
defense as a way to assure agency violations are kept to a minimum, is evident when you look at the list of contributing authors for
the administrator must also be able to successfully meet the needs of scientific publications—where the national average is at five
their institution. As the role inherently requires an individual to work
authors. The reality is that our PIs engage a vast network of internal
with multiple institutions and agencies “all of which employ a variety
and external collaborators of all different types, and the external are
of personalities” one must learn how to effectively and efficiently
not just limited to domestic, but include foreign collaborators as
operate in the midst of dysfunction.
well. Managing and providing oversight often feels as though we are
Antonia Pitts, University of Alabama in Huntsville; Anthony
trying to control a firehose at full blast—it’s not a one person
Edmondson, University of Alabama in Huntsville; Kenya Cole,
job. Oversight requires an understanding of the rules of engagement,
University of Alabama in Huntsville
as well as the nature of the collaboration to correctly classify the
Room: Fins Left
collaboration and then an evaluation of risk as applicable agreements
are established to safeguard the exchange of information. Come join
Mindful or Mind Full? How to Make Self-Care a Priority
us as we discuss the reality of research as well as understanding the
role research administrators play to support and promote compliant
Content Level: Overview
Track: Professional Development
In such a fast paced field, Research Administrators may often neglect collaborations.
their physical, social, and emotional needs under the constraints of
Tuyen Phan, Duke University; Jamie Young, Duke University
deadlines and other professional or personal demands. This session
Room: Compass Rose North
will discuss the physical and mental impacts of stress on the human
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TUESDAY

CONCURRENT SESSIONS & DISCUSSION GROUPS

3:15 PM - 4:30 PM

policies, guidance, and practices. The FDP is an association of federal
US agencies; academic research institutions that work to streamline
CRA Study Teams: Preparing for the Certified Research Administrator the administration of federally sponsored research. COGR is an
Exam
association of leading research universities, affiliated medical
Content Level: Overview
Track: Professional Development centers, and independent research institutes providing national
A CRA designation demonstrates a broad knowledge of all aspects of expertise on the financial and regulatory infrastructure, and the
research administration. The CRA exam is managed by the Research corresponding compliance requirements associated with managing
Administrators Certification Council (RACC), an independent certifying federal research grants and contracts within research institutions.
body. This session will provide some tips for other institutions to
COGR communicates the viewpoint and concerns of its members and
prepare staff for the exam. The coordinators of the Virginia Tech CRA fosters productive relationships between the research community and
Study Team will discuss the format, content, and delivery aspects of
federal policymakers, advocating for innovation and change that avoid
the program. In the spring of 2014, Virginia Tech opened up these
unnecessary regulatory burden. This session will provide an overview
online sessions to the broader research administration community
of some of the current initiatives these organizations are addressing.
and collaborated with other universities to share experts and reach a Cindy Hope, University of Alabama
broader audience. This session will discuss what we did and how we Room: Fins Right
did it.
Victoria Ratcliff, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Room: Compass Rose West and South
Jurassic Research Administrators: Wisdom, Wise Cracks and War
Nightmares in Post Award
Stories
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Departmental
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Professional Development
Looking at strategies to staying ahead of post award issues.
In this session, you will learn from the aggregated wisdom and
Georgetta Dennis, Auburn University; Justo Torres, North Carolina
experience of collective centuries of a Research Administration
State University
experience from seasoned (and possibly marinated) panel of
Room: Compass Rose East
Research Administrators. They will openly share their nuggets of
wisdom and the mistakes they may have made that helped them
Diversity
become so wise! During this anthropological exploration of ancient
Content Level: Overview
Track: Operations Management Research Administration specimens, you will learn that Research
Administration is a profession from which you may learn from every
Coming soon.
experience, even the most bizarre.
Room: Compass Rose North
Jennifer Shambrook, University of Central Florida; Pamela Whitlock,
University of North Carolina, Wilmington (Emeritus); Pat Green,
How Implementing a Communication Plan Assists in Overcoming
Retired; Rob Roy, Georgia Institute of Technology
Communication Breakdowns: A Case Study
Room: Continental Drifter
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Post Award
One of the biggest problems facing post-award research
Subrecipient Monitoring
administrators is a breakdown in communication between the
administrating staff and the faculty. Faculty do not always understand Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Post Award
the role of their administrator nor do they fully understand the
Subrecipient Monitoring is a complex issue, and the processes and
services available to them from the post-award office.
procedures involved in this issue are as diverse as the number of
Ashley Pinkard, Arkansas State University; Chelsea Gambill, Arkansas institutions that have subrecipients! Join us as we discuss best
practices, discoveries, and maybe even a few mistakes that we have
State University
made along the way.
Room: Hemisphere Dancer
Lea Brooks, Georgia Institute of Technology; Lauren Swindell, Georgia
Institute of Technology
Building Leaders within Your Organization
Room: Coral Reef
Content Level: Advanced
Track: Senior
Leaders set direction, inspire others, make strategic decisions….and
make sure all the work gets done. Effective leaders need to also think
about the future of the organization. This includes thinking about
future leadership. Can future leaders be nurtured and
developed? This session will discuss strategies for identifying and
developing future leaders. Among the topics discussed will be
succession planning, coaching and mentoring, development planning,
And join us
and many related topics.
Miriam Campo, Florida Atlantic University; Jeanne Viviani, Florida
for dinner and dancing
Atlantic University
at the
Room: Fins Left

CONCURRENT SESSIONS

DISCUSSION GROUPS

REGIONAL DINNER
CELEBRATION

FDP/COGR
Content Level: Overview
Track: Federal
Research Institutions commonly work through organizations such the
Federal Demonstration Partnership (FDP) and the Council on
Governmental Relations (COGR) to address Federal regulations,

License to Chill Pool Deck
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WEDNESDAY

CONCURRENT SESSIONS & DISCUSSION GROUPS

8:45 AM - 10:00 AM
CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Staying Organized Through the Chaos: How Do Top Leaders Do It?
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Departmental
As Research Professionals, we all should be leaders. As a leader,
have you ever wondered how top leaders stay organized and calm
through the chaos? How do we keep it all together when there are
heavy deadlines? How do we stay organized when there are
competing priorities? How do we stay mindful and aware to get to the
finish line? How do we maintain healthy partnerships through the
chaos? How do we build and maintain our research administration
competencies while maintaining such a high workload? So glad you
asked! This session will give you the tools to have it all!
Lorie Robbins, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Betty Morgan,
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Room: Compass Rose East
Subawards and the NIH SOP for Grants
Content Level: Overview
Track: Pre-Award
This session will focus on the National institutes of Health (NIH)
Standard Operating Practice (SOP) of establishing and managing
subawards (consortium agreements). We will review the difference
between a subaward, a contract, and a fee-for-service agreement. We
will discuss the forms and attachments required by NIH for all
subawards. We will review the responsibilities of the principal
investigator, the responsibilities of the grantee institution, and NIH’s
responsibilities according to the NIH SOP. We will look at budget
considerations as recommended by the NIH. Finally, we will discuss
monitoring methods to help assure that the administrative aspects
and research activities of a subaward are meeting the aims of the
project.
Caroline Miller Robinson, University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences
Room: Compass Rose North
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Open to Interpretation—Reducing Administrative Burden and
Maintaining Compliance with the UG
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Federal
Research Administrators are constantly working to appropriately read
and interpret the Uniform Guidance for their schools. A cursory look
at different institutions and their policies shows that there is a wide
range of interpretations, with more restrictive policies invoking more
administrative burden for the institution’s faculty and
administrators. In this session, we will explore best practices in
interpretation, ways that we can work together to create appropriate
guidelines, and how to know when an auditor’s interpretation may be
too restrictive.
Nikki Turner, University of Arkansas; Cindy Hope, University of
Alabama
Room: Fins Right

DISCUSSION GROUPS

Getting to the Finish Line, Doing More with Less
Content Level: Basic
Track: Operations Management
In today’s world of research administration, no matter where you sit,
you have likely been tasked to do more with less. While resources
may not always be scarce, identifying the right talent can be a tricky
problem to solve. This discussion group will highlight the pros and
cons of doing more with less. We will share with you valuable
alternatives to workload management, prioritizing and maintaining
deadlines.
Xiaowen Ma, Emory University, Brian Miller, Emory University
Room: Continental Drifter

You Don't Have to be an AVP to be a Leader
Content Level: Advanced
Track: Senior
Many PUIs and Emerging Institutions do not have a formal Vice
You have Decided to Enter the World of Clinical Trials, Now What?
President (or Associate) for Research. Many OSP offices report to
Content Level: Basic
Track: Cross Track: Compliance/ Deans or Associate Deans who are part-time or previous faculty
member. This organizational structure provides the Director and OSP
Pre-Award
You are a research administrator who is used to doing federal grants staff opportunities for direct communication and decision making.
This interactive discussion group will provide senior leadership in PUI
and foundation awards, but now your University wants to do clinical
trials! Where do you start? From pre- to post- to trial management, we an opportunity to share their ideas, techniques and “tricks” to
advocate and provide leadership to, and advocacy for, their staff and
have you covered. The session presenters have all been in your
faculty researchers.
shoes and are ready to walk you through the transition from your
Pamela Whitlock, University of North Carolina, Wilmington (Emeritus);
typical grants to clinical trial processes.
Scott Niles, Georgia Institute of Technology
Kristen Vandergriff, University of Tennessee Medical Center; Tanta
Room: Coral Reef
Myles, University of Alabama
Room: Hemisphere Dancer
Why get involved with NCURA?
Content Level: Overview
Track: Professional Development
You’ve taken advantage of all the awesome opportunities at the
conference. You want to get involved but are not sure how? Come
and learn the answers about getting involved. We’ll discuss options
for getting involved in Region III and NCURA at the National level as
well as the benefits.
Denise Moody, Harvard University; David Smelser, University of
Tennessee
Room: Fins Left
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CONCURRENT SESSIONS & DISCUSSION GROUPS

10:15 AM - 11:30 AM

CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Writing for NCURA
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Professional Development
NCURA is known for its great meetings, but equally so for its valuable
publications that provide a complementary forum for sharing ideas
and advancing the profession of research administration. This
session will offer guidance on writing for and getting published in
NCURA's two marquee publications - NCURA Magazine and Research
Management Review. Attendees will also learn about an emerging
online writing opportunity.
Shelia Lischwe, Clemson University
Room: Compass Rose East
Responding to Common Research Administration Myths
Content Level: Basic
Track: Operations Management
A concurrent session designed to review and clarify the common
misconceptions in research administration held by admins, faculty,
and leadership.
Lacey Rhea, University of Florida; Michael McGough, University of
Georgia
Room: Compass Rose North

Don't Just Count, MULTIPLY!
Content Level: Intermediate

Track: Cross Track: Prof. Dev/
Operations Management
What do Tim Cook (CEO of Apple), George Clooney, Mitt Romney, and
Steven Spielberg have in common? They, among countless other
leaders, are regarded as Multipliers. Based on the teachings in Liz
Wiseman's New York Times Best Seller, Multipliers: How the Best
Leaders Make Everyone Smarter, this session equips leaders in
research administration to make those around them smarter, more
effective, and more productive. Don't stop at connections that count
- foster connections that MULTIPLY!!!
Tanya Blackwell, Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta
Room: Fins Right

DISCUSSION GROUPS

Workday Users Forum
Content Level: Overview
Track: Post Award
Join your colleagues in a discussion of Post Award Management for
users of Workday. This session is an open forum that will include
topics such as: preparation in transitioning to Workday Financial
Management, ensuring the system meets the needs to adhere to
fiscal accountability, factors to consider in business process
Multigenerational Professional Development and Training
Content Level: Intermediate
Track: Cross Track: Compliance/ decisions and possible custom validations as well as utilizing
functionality available. Additionally, best practices and tips in
Pre-Award
This session will focus on bridging the gap between multigenerational configuring awards for particular needs, managing bi-annual update
cycles, and custom reports will be discussed.
research administrators within the workplace. With an emphasis on
Lorelei Sells, University of Tampa; Heather Saunders, Florida Atlantic
generational differences as it pertains to professional development,
training, mentorship capability, complexities of motivation, workplace Room: Continental Drifter
collaboration, and appropriate incentives. We will discuss how to
navigate through the differential personality traits, in finding balance Who Exactly is in Charge Here? Managing Across a Decentralized
in interoffice culture and success. We will provide Emory University’s Pre-Award System
Content Level: Basic
Track: Cross Track: Pre-Award/
professional development template, and share our training and
Operations Management
development strategies, from a shared services perspective.
Many colleges and universities have decentralized sponsored
K’la Albers, Emory University; Ebunoluwa “EB” Thorpe, Emory
programs offices, as well as duties related to pre-award which fall
University
outside of the reach of sponsored programs. Responsibility for
Room: Hemisphere Dancer
accurate proposal submissions often requires coordination and clear
Reducing, Managing, Eliminating COI
communication between central sponsored programs offices, collegeContent Level: Intermediate
Track: Cross Track: Compliance/ level offices, departmental staff, proposal development staff, and
Federal
compliance offices. Ineffective understanding of organizational
Universities are under increasing pressure to move intellectual
structures can slow down proposal development in a deadline driven
property to the marketplace to spur economic development and
environment. In this session, participants will learn which offices and
demonstrate the benefits of research in society. As researchers
key players need to be involved in the pre-award process, and how to
create start-ups, license technology, and participate in consulting
better coordinate their efforts across the university.
conflicts of interest can arise in sponsored research. This session will Hagan Walker, Clemson University; Danielle McElwain, University of
discuss the types of conflicts of interest that manifest in this
South Carolina
environment and how we can develop management strategies to
Room: Coral Reef
reduce, manage, or eliminate risk for bias in research.
Victoria Ratcliff, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University;
Quinn Steen, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Room: Fins Left

See you next year at St. Pete Beach!

April 25 - 29, 2020
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OUT & ABOUT IN HOLLYWOOD BEACH

Margaritaville Beach Resort

Dinner Groups

The conference hotel itself has more than enough to keep you busy
when not in conference sessions and is a great destination for
families and solo-travelers with beautiful pools with kids activities, a
water slide, a FlowRider, a kids club, a rooftop adults-only pool, water
sports, a spa, a fitness center with group classes, and great
entertainment.
For additional information:
https://www.margaritavillehollywoodbeachresort.com/the-resort/

Tuesday, May 7th

St. Somewhere Spa Deals for R3 Flamingos
Prices are inclusive of tax, gratuity and 10% discount. Space is
limited-book early!
Relaxed Flamingo: 50 minute Swedish Massage $153.32
Rejuvenated Flamingo: Margaritaville manicure with either a 50
minute Swedish Massage or a Sun Soother Facial $193.07
Pretty Flamingo: 50 minute Sub-lime Hydration Facial,
Margaritaville manicure and Flip Flop Pedicure $255.08
Pampered Flamingo: 50 minute Swedish Massage, Margaritaville
manicure and Flip Flop Pedicure $255.08
To book an appointment: Call 954-874-4430

Saturday, May 4th & May 5th
Fort Lauderdale Air & Sea Show

The U.S. Navy Blue Angels will headline the Fort Lauderdale Air Show
over the oceanfront in Fort Lauderdale beach. This will be the first
time in over 12 years that the Blue Angels will perform in South
Florida! A Blue Angels flight demonstration exhibits the skills
possessed by all naval aviators. You should see some of the planes
flying by even if you don’t venture to the actual show.
For additional information: http://fortlauderdaleairshow.com/

Sunday, May 5th

Yellow Green Farmers Market

If food trucks aren’t your style, we will also have sign-ups for dinner
groups available at the registration desk. Please sign up by 1:00 on
Monday.

Flamingo Fun Walk

Join fellow flamingos on a relaxing walk that will get your blood
pumping. Meet in the lobby by the Flip flop.
When: 6:30 - 7:30 AM

Bike Tour
Bike tour to the Marine Environmental Education Center (MEEC)
https://cnso.nova.edu/carpenter-house-meec/index.html. Tour is
reserved for Flamingos at no cost, but space is limited to bikes
available. Please meet in front of the activities desk (outside).
When: 7:00 AM

Easy Local Transportation
Hollywood Trolley

The Hollywood Trolley stops right at the conference hotel and travels
throughout the local area, including Historic Downtown Hollywood.
For additional information:
https://www.floridashollywood.org/hollywood-trolley/

Water Taxi
You can board the local water taxi on-side at the hotel and see why
the area is called the “Venice of Americas.” The water taxi travels
between Hollywood and Fort Lauderdale on the Margaritaville
express route.
For additional information:
https://watertaxi.com/

Casual Bike Ride

The Hollywood Beach Broadwalk is also great for a casual bike ride.
Visit South Florida’s largest farmers market, a short drive from the
You can rent bikes at numerous places along the beach
hotel. For additional information: http://www.ygfarmersmarket.com/ For additional information:
When: 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
https://www.floridashollywood.org/play

Bike Tour
Bike tour to the Marine Environmental Education Center (MEEC)
https://cnso.nova.edu/carpenter-house-meec/index.html.
Tour is reserved for Flamingos at no cost, but space is limited to
bikes available. Please meet in front of the activities desk (outside).
When: 5:00 PM

Monday, May 6th

Flamingo Yoga on the Beach
Yoga on the beach provided through
Margaritaville.
When: 7:00 AM Cost: $12 per person
For additional information:
Contact Margaritaville

Monday Night Food Trucks
A great option for Monday night dinner at Arts Park in Hollywood.
Accessible by trolley.
For additional information:
https://burgerbeast.com/events/arts-park/

Lyft and Uber
Rideshare services such as Lyft and Uber are also popular in the
area and recommended for use to and from the Fort LauderdaleHollywood International Airport (only 10 minutes away from the conference hotel).

Unique to Hollywood, FL
Hollywood Beach Broadwalk

The conference hotel is located right on the Hollywood Beach
Broadwalk, a 2.5 mile oceanfront promenade with cafes, shops and
complementary live music at the Hollywood Beach Theater right
outside the conference hotel!

Historic Downtown Hollywood
The Historic Downtown Hollywood is only 2 miles from the hotel, the
downtown area is filled with quaint shops, excellent restaurants,
wine bars, pubs, unique stores, and nearly two dozen murals that are
a must see! Also be sure to check out ArtsPark on Young Circle with a
playground for children and ongoing cultural activities and events
including movie nights on Fridays and music performances on
27
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Local Restaurants/Nightlife

Family Fun

You don’t need to travel to Miami or Fort Lauderdale to have a great
evening! You can experience all types of cuisine right on the beach
from Argentinean to Peruvian to Turkish. Some local favorites that
are walking distance from the hotel include Giorgio’s Bakery & Bistro,
The Taco Spot, Ocean Alley, Le Sugar Reef, Toucan Hideout, Hollywood Brewing Co., Capone’s Flicker Light, and Taco Beach Shack.
Some famous restaurants within walking distance are
Taverna Opa, Le Tub (famous for “America’s Best Burger”), Billy’s
Stone Crab, GG’s Waterfront Bar & Grill, Latitudes Restaurant & Bar,
and Nick’s Bar & Grill. You can get pizza (Broadwalk Restaurant &
Grill or Florio’s of Little Italy) and ice cream/treats at numerous great
places all along the Broadwalk. A listing of local restaurants and
nightlife is located here: https://www.floridashollywood.org/eat/
You can also take the Hollywood Trolley to downtown Hollywood for
great restaurants, pubs, and wine bars. Or, experience the Fort
Lauderdale scene via the water taxi. Close by via a
ride sharing service is The Village at Gulfstream
Park that offers stores, nightlife, restaurants, and
the Gulfstream Park Racetrack and Casino. If you
feel like venturing to Miami, a unique and fun
evening is to check out the Wynwood Arts District
in Miami with one of the largest open-air-street-art
installations in the world, and also has some great
local bars, restaurants, and breweries: https://wynwoodmiami.com/

There is so much to do in the local area! From
the eco-adventures mentioned above to many
parks and playgrounds local to the area within a
trolley ride or walk from the conference hotel,
and of course the activities at the conference
hotel and the beach right outside your door.
Charnow Park is a quick walk down the beach
from the conference hotel with a climbing wall
and splash pad. There are also many excursions
and local attractions to see: Young at Art Museum, Museum of
Discovery & Science, Miami Children’s Museum, Frost Museum of
Science, Dave & Busters, Seminole Hard Rock Hollywood Casino,
Miami MetroZoo, Everglades Holiday Park, Lion Country Safari, Miami
Sequarium, Jungle Island, Palm Beach Zoo, Butterfly World, Vizcaya
Museum and Gardens, Fairchild Tropical Botanic Gardens, Flamingo
Gardens, and Monkey Jungle.

Parakeets Kid’s Club
The Parakeets Kid’s Club is situated behind the LandShark Pool on
the beach level. Games, crafts, and activities will be offered daily at
the Kid’s Club with Margaritaville staff of trained counselors.

Shopping and Farmers Markets

You can stay local in downtown Hollywood or the Broadwalk (with its
own Sunday farmers market), or take the
water taxi up to Las Olas Boulavard or the
Eco-Adventures
Galleria Mall in Fort Lauderdale. Hollywood
Another stop on the Hollywood Trolley is the Mangrove Estuary at
also is home to South Florida’s largest
Anne Kolb Nature Center and West Lake Park, 1,500+ acres of
farmers market, Yellow Green, open on
coastal mangrove wetlands, one of the largest urban parks in Florida,
Saturdays and Sundays with over 300
is great to explore via the nature trails or boat at Anne Kolb, or by
booths in a covered facility. There is no
kayak rental at West Lake Park. You can see some local university
shortage of places to shop in South Florida: North America’s largest
grant funding in action and visit Captain the Sea
outlet mall – Sawgrass Mills Outlet, Bayside Marketplace, Gulfstream
Turtle in his beach house, just a short walk down the beach from the
Park, the Aventura Mall, Bal Harbour Shops, and Miami itself.
conference hotel: http://www.broward.org/Parks/Pages/
MarineEnvironmentalEducationCenter.aspx.

Other Local Activities

Just down the beach you can dive/snorkel off the beach at the Dania Professional Sports, Gaming, Horse Racing, Jai Alai at The Casino at
Beach Erojacks. The conference hotel and BG Whiskey Creek
Dania Beach, Fishing Charters, Diving, Sailing, Boat Tours, Golf, and
Hideout, https://whiskeycreekhideout.com/, offers beach activities
numerous Arts & Culture venues are all local as well.
and kayak/paddleboard rentals. Of course, the main South Florida
eco-attraction is Everglades National Park.

Feed the Flamingos
Flamingo Gardens is a 60 acre Botanical Garden and Everglades
Wildlife Sanctuary. The Flamingo Gardens botanical gardens in Fort
Lauderdale, (Davie) Florida, features over 3000 species of rare &
exotic, tropical, subtropical, and native plants and trees. Flamingo
Gardens wildlife sanctuary is home to the largest collection of Florida
native wildlife including alligators, bobcats, eagles, otters, panthers,
peacock, and of course, flamingos! You can feed the flamingos at
Flamingo Gardens. It’s just a short taxi, lyft or uber ride away.
https://www.flamingogardens.org/
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EVENTS & ACTIVITIES

Get Connected Reception

Regional Dinner Celebration

Sunday | 6:00 - 7:30 PM
License to Chill Pool Deck

Tuesday, May 3 | 7:00 - 10:00 PM
License to Chill Pool Deck

Show your R3 or school spirit by proudly wearing a R3 shirt, school
shirt or anything comfortable. Connect with colleagues while enjoying
the breath taking view and light refreshments.

Surf? √ Killer view? √ Friends? √
Great food? √ DJ and dancing? √
Only thing missing is YOU!
Come out and enjoy the amazing sunset
while enjoying a delicious meal.

Creating Connections Lunch

Join us for the Pre-Dinner Reception at 6:30pm.

Monday| 11:30 AM - 1:30 PM
CR Ballroom West/South

Hospitality Suite

Come and learn about all the ways you can get involved in Region III.
Ask questions and give input on topics the region needs to address in
the future. Meet the Executive Committee and Members of the
Leadership Team!

Come relax, network, and hangout with colleagues
each night in the Hospitality Suite.

Sunday | 8:00 PM to 11:30 PM
Monday | 8:00 PM to 11:30 PM
Tuesday | 10:00 PM to 11:30 PM

Flamingo Fun Walk
Tuesday | 6:30 AM
Meet in Lobby by Flip flop

Nautical Wheeler
Located on the 9th Floor. There is space outside the room for
those who like things a little quieter and even access to
Ocean View Terrace.

Come get your feathers in a ruffle at our Annual Flamingo Fun Walk!
If you have a Region III t-shirt, please be sure to don it while we all
join Pat Green (Vanderbilt University) as he leads us down the
broadwalk beside the beautiful ocean on a “at-your-own-pace”
morning walk.

GRAB A SEAT FOR LUNCH!
at our

Regional Business Meeting
TUESDAY | 12:00 NOON
CR Ballroom West/South
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NCURA REGION III

CHAIR
Justo Torres
North Carolina State University

CHAIR-ELECT
Emily Devereux
Arkansas State University

SECRETARY
Scott Niles
Georgia Institute of Technology

TREASURER
Jeanne Hermann
University of Tennessee
Health Science Center

APPOINTED TREASURER ADVISOR
Rob Bingham-Roy
Georgia Institute of Technology

Incoming Chair-Elect
Laura Letbetter
Georgia State University

CHAIR APPOINTED COMMITTEE MEMBER
Danielle McElwain
University of South Carolina

REGION III NATIONAL BOARD MEMBER
Kay Gilstrap
Georgia State University

NCURA REGION III STANDING COMMITTEES
Honors & Awards
Della Philman
University of Florida

Philanthropy
Laneika Musalini
Tri-County Technical College

Hospitality
Darcy Lewis
Duke University

Web Site
Kathleen Halley-Octa
Georgia State University

Sponsorships
Marc Haon
University of South Carolina
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University of Tennessee
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NCURA Region III’s Research Administration Mentoring Program (R3RAMP) provides
opportunities for selected members of NCURA’s Region III to gain career-enhancing skills and
experiences that will build upon the knowledge of current and emerging leaders in the field
of Research Administration (RA). The program engages mentees in an exploration of
leadership in NCURA at both the regional and national level as well as the research
administration profession. Under the guidance of an experienced RA leader (mentor), the
mentee enhances their leadership skills and research administration knowledge through
mentorship, engagement with their peers at other institutions, and volunteer activities. Participants learn about NCURA’s
structure and leadership, address both individual and field-wide issues in research administration, examine their own
leadership strengths and challenges, and immerse themselves in a project and curriculum through a variety of methods
focused on enhancing their overall performance. Through knowledge acquisition, professional skill development, and
constructive feedback, NCURA Region III R3RAMP works to elevate the leadership skills, behaviors, competencies, and daily
practices of our talented NCURA Region III Research Administrators.

Program Dates
The deadline for applications is June 14, 2019. The program will run from July 1, 2019 through April 30, 2020.

Program Details





Leadership Skills – Participants are assigned to a mentor with leadership skills who will guide them through the program
and explore different leadership styles, as well as identify their own style. Additionally, the participant will complete
readings, online discussions, and other activities that will focus on leadership and technical skills of the profession.
Monthly Modules – Eight (8) monthly modules designed around specific themes relevant to research administration in
general and professional development. Combined with suggested readings, personal assessments, and interactions with
fellow mentees, these modules serve as the foundation upon which R3RAMP tailor the program to meet individual needs
and career goals.
Spring Meeting – The annual Region 3 NCURA Spring Meeting, held in May provides an enriching opportunity for the
mentee to volunteer for the Program Committee or Standing Committee, present a Session or Discussion Group, present
a poster of a Research Admin related topic, or develop a Workshop for the Spring Meeting.

Eligibility and Application Process
Any current member of NCURA Region 3 is eligible to apply. Please see http://ncuraregioniii.com/ramp/ for more details or
speak one of the co-coordinators with Jaime Petrasek, Erin Blackwell or Rashonda Harris.

Mentee

Mentor

Lakeisha Munnerlyn, Emory University

Pam Whitlock, University of North Carolina at Wilmington

Angela Garvin, Emory University

Natasha Williams, Kennesaw State University

Michelle Beck, University of Alabama

Leerin Shields, Advent Health

Georgetta Dennis, Auburn University

Rashonda Harris, Emory University

Erin Nocon, Virginia Commonwealth University

Debbie Smith, University of Tennessee Health Science Center

RAMP Presentations and Graduation
Come support the 2018-2019 participants by attending one of their presentations and the graduation ceremony.
 RAMP Participant Presentations – Participants will present their final projects Monday at 3:45 PM in Compass Rose East
 Learn more about the RAMP Program – Learn more about the RAMP Program in an interactive discussion group on
Tuesday at 10:30 AM in Compass Rose North.
 RAMP Participant Graduation – Participants will be recognized during lunch on Monday.
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THANK YOU

TO THE MANY VOLUNTEERS
WHO HELPED MAKE THIS MEETING POSSIBLE!

2019 REGION III SPRING MEETING
We extend our sincerest gratitude to all of the NCURA volunteers,
Planning Committee Members, and Program Committee Members
who helped make this meeting a great success!
And a special THANK YOU to our workshop and session presenters
for dedicating your time and talent!

PROGRAM C0-CHAIRS
Emily Devereux, Program Chair
Arkansas State University

Danielle McElwain, Co-Chair
University of South Carolina

PROGRAM COMMITTEE
James Denney
Eastern Carolina University

Laura Letbetter
Georgia State University

Rob Roy
Georgia Institute of Technology

Kay Gilstrap
Georgia State University

Tanta Myles
University of Alabama

Rachel Simpson
Auburn University

Kathleen Halley-Octa
Georgia State University

Scott Niles
Georgia Institute of Technology

David Smelser
University of Tennessee

Cindy Hope
University of Alabama

Lacey Rhea
University of Florida

Hagan Walker
Clemson University

PLANNING COMMITTEE
Erin Blackwell
University of Central Florida

Darcy Lewis
Duke University

Della Philman
University of Florida

Tanya Blackwell
Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta

Kelly Millsaps
University of North Georgia

Lacey Rhea
University of Florida

Ken Carter
University of Tennessee

Laneika Musalini
Tri-County Technical College

Celeste Rivera-Nunez
University of Central Florida

Kathleen Halley-Octa
Georgia State University

Marie Penn

Ashley Whitaker
Nova Southeastern University

Marc Haon
University of South Carolina

University of Tennessee
Jaime Petrasek
Virginia Commonwealth University
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Pam Whitlock
University of North Carolina at Wilmington
(Emeritus)
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EXHIBITORS
& SPONSORS

We would like to acknowledge the generous support of our exhibitors.
Representatives from these sponsors will be exhibiting during the meeting and at break times
and will be available to answer questions and provide information about their services.

Exhibits will be open Sunday through Tuesday.
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